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John Spencer Daniel III  
_Virginia Military Institute_

Whitney Marie Eaton  
_American University_

Warren Michael Ellis  
_James Madison University_

Lindsey Elizabeth Fitts  
_Hollins College_

Kimberly Lynn Fitzgerald  
_James Madison University_

Clinton Dale Fleenor  
_Eastern Illinois University_

Lauran Elizabeth Glassman  
_University of Richmond_

Karen Lynn Godnick  
_Boston University_

Michael Patrick Goldman  
_Virginia Military Institute_

Jordan Stuart Gratrix  
_Davidson College_

Harold Thomas Green III  
_Hampton University_

Kevin Todd Hadden  
_University of Georgia_

Nicole Beth Hardin  
_University of Virginia_

Cassandra Marie Hausrath  
_Virginia Polytechnic Inst._

James Ryan Hawes  
_Univ of No Carolina-Chapel Hill_

James Eugene Hedrick  
_Wake Forest University_
Kara Lynn Hoorn  
(Kara)  
Kalamazoo College

Jeffrey Alexander Hord  
(Jeff)  
College of William and Mary

Jonathan Paul Hruska  
(Jon)  
Juniata College

Angela Eva Interrante  
(Angela)  
Univ. of Maryland-College Park

Angela Tanisha Isabell  
(Angie)  
Virginia Union University

Michelle Elizabeth Jenkins  
(Michelle)  
Virginia Polytechnic Inst.

Shayna Rachel Kaplan  
(Shayni)  
Univ of No Carolina-Greensboro

Allen Lee Kidd  
(Allen)  
Hampden-Sydney College

Charles David Killion  
(David)  
Vanderbilt University

Kathryn Bess Knisley  
(Kathryn)  
University of Colorado-Boulder

Michael William Leedom  
(Michael)  
College of William and Mary

Joshua Adam Lindenbaum  
(Josh)  
Miami University-Oxford

Nathaniel H. Lounsbury  
(Nathaniel)  
Univ. of Maryland-College Park

Ashley Elizabeth Lowman  
(Ashley)  
University of Virginia

Scott Brennan Martin  
(Scott)  
Virginia Polytechnic Inst.

Timothy Alden Martin  
(Tim)  
Mary Washington College
Zachary Benjamin Ring  
*Zack*
College of William and Mary

Leah Beth Rooney  
*Leah*
Brandeis University

Brandon Michael Santos  
*Brandon*
University of Virginia

Jesse Lauren Smith  
*Jesse*
Emory University

Thomas Eugene Strelka 
*Thomas*
Mary Washington College

Joanna Lee Suyes  
*Joanna*
College of William and Mary

David Morgan Terry  
*David*
Brigham Young University

Jeffrey Alan Vaisey  
*Jeff*
Southern Virginia College

Michael Howard Wall  
*Michael*
University of Virginia

John Lockhart Warren  
*John*
Texas A & M University

John P. Waterman  
*John*
Bucknell University

Lauren Morgan Wheeling  
*Lauren*
University of Virginia

Michelle Quinlan White  
*Michele*
SUNY College - Geneseo

Crista Lynn Whitman  
*Crisi*
Univ of No Carolina-Chapel Hill

Mary Kathryn Wrightson  
*Mary*
University of Virginia

Michael Christopher Wylie  
*Michael*
University of Delaware
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Andrew Vincent Achiron
(Andrew)
Gettysburg College

Melissa Anne Anderson
(Melissa)
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute

Ellis Charles Bagg
(Ellis)
Grinnell College

Gretchen Marie Baker
(Gretchen)
Virginia Polytechnic Inst.

Jennifer Melissa Becker
(Jennifer)
College of William and Mary

Laura Sherando Benavitch
(Laura)
University of Virginia

Amanda Letitia Binns
(Amanda)
George Mason University

David Hunter Brooks
(Hunter)
University of Virginia

Kimberly Adell Brown
(Kimberly)
Virginia Commonwealth Univ.

Joshua Everett Bushman
(Josh)
Hampden-Sydney College

David Leon Campbell
(Dave)
SUNY Binghamton Center
Guinevire Yuri Carhill  
(Yuri)  
George Mason University

Paul Joseph Catanese  
(Paul)  
Boston College

John Michael Collins  
(John)  
University of Virginia

Patrick Andrew Crocker  
(Patrick)  
Texas Christian University

Charlotte Annette Dauphin  
(Charlotte)  
Duke University

Donel Joseph Davis  
(Donel)  
University of Arizona

Lauren Elizabeth Davis  
(Lauren)  
Virginia Polytechnic Inst.

Eric James Demetriades  
(Eric)  
Florida State University

Gurpreet Singh Dhillon  
(Gurpreet)  
College of William and Mary

Robert Grant Dick IV  
(Grant)  
Virginia Polytechnic Inst.

Lauren Ashley Dickey  
(Lauren)  
University of Virginia

Megan Llewellyn Fineman  
(Megan)  
University of Virginia

Robert Justin Fulton  
(Justin)  
University of Virginia

Robert John Gallagher  
(Bob)  
Albright College

Michael B. Garlan  
(Mike)  
University of Colorado-Boulder

Christine Marie Garrett  
(Christy)  
University of Virginia
Bradford Elliott Goodwin
(Bradford)
University of Virginia

Donald Rossen Greene
(Ross)
Hampden-Sydney College

Charissa Larine Harris
(Charissa)
University of Virginia

Michael Henke
(Michael)
Carleton College

Michelle R. Hershman
(Michelle)
Virginia Polytechnic Inst.

Jenny L. Hobgood
(Jenny)
University of Richmond

Charles Leroy Inch
(Charlie)
Shippensburg Univ. of PA

Monique E. Jackson-Fitzgerald
(Monique)
Christopher Newport College

Kristen Marie Johnson
(Kristen)
College of William and Mary

Heather Lynn Kelley
(Heather)
Mary Washington College

Kristopher Michael Kellim
(Kris)
Kansas State University

Maciek John Kepka
(Maciek)
Virginia Military Institute

Seth Michael Land
(Seth)
University of Virginia

William Shepard Langenheim
(Shep)
University of Virginia

Joseph McGowen LeNoir
(Joseph)
Washington and Lee University

Kate Donnelly Leonard
(Kate)
University of Virginia
Christopher Harrison Roede  
(Chris)  
University of Delaware

Jamie Snyder Sasser  
(Jamie)  
College of William and Mary

Kalena Cimone Schock  
(Kalena)  
Rider College

John Christopher Selbach  
(John)  
University of Florida

Tiffany Gail Simpson  
(Tiffany)  
Bridgewater College

Cara Maria Sims  
(Cara)  
College of William and Mary

Jonathan James Skelly  
(Jon)  
Liberty University

Ryan T. Spetz  
(Ryan)  
Mary Washington College

Bryan Austin Stark  
(Bryan)  
University of Richmond

Brandon Ross Story  
(Brandon)  
University of Virginia

Shannon Nelle Stutz  
(Shannon)  
College of William and Mary

Andrew Robert Tank  
(Andy)  
James Madison University

Michael Anthony Thompson  
(Mike)  
University of Richmond

Andrea Lynne Tompkins  
(Andrea)  
Univ. of South Carolina-Columbia

Hazel Cacciatore Uhlenhopp  
(Hazel)  
Claremont McKenna College

Christian Kirkpatrick Vogel  
(Kirk)  
Washington and Lee University
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Rebecca Janet Wade
(Rebecca)
McGill University

Elizabeth Slater Wilson
(Elizabeth)
University of Richmond

John D. Wright
(John)
Virginia Polytechnic Inst.

Leas Kinney Anderson
(Leas)
Virginia Polytechnic Inst.

Marion Hugouny
(Marion)
Université Paris X Nanterre

Kerry Brian Hutcherson
(Kerry)
Virginia Polytechnic Inst.

Roger M. Nye
(Roger)
University of Washington

Windel Leon Patterson III
(Trac)
Birmingham Southern College

Kathryn Claire Schuster
(Kate)
University of Notre Dame

Sharon Ruth Siler
(Sharon)
Duke University

Jessica Renee Wagner
(Jessica)
College of William & Mary